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Calculus Made Easy by Silvanus P. Thompson and Martin Gardner has long been the most
popular calculus primer.This major revision of the classic math text makes the subject at hand
still more comprehensible to readers of all levels. With a new introduction, three new chapters,
modernized language and methods throughout, and an appendix of challenging and enjoyable
practice problems, Calculus Made Easy has been thoroughly updated for the modern reader.

From Scientific AmericanEqual-opportunity reviewers, we welcome a book on behalf of the
continuum! It is for the mathematically eager who know some algebra. The first edition appeared
anonymously in 1910 in England, and overall a million copies have been sold. In fact, most talk
of continuum and its infinities is suppressed; the eye is nicely fixed on little bits of x, called dx,
their differences and sums among all kinds of functions, their geometric meaning, and what they
can do for you--a lot. Martin Gardner, himself an American mathematical landmark, says, "This is
the leanest and liveliest introduction to calculus ever written," and, taken with his own present
augmentation, three whole chapters and more, including infinite series and some neat problems,
he is quite right. The times they are a-changing, and we admit we are not current in computer
resources. Maybe "little bits of x" ought to--or have been--placed on the screen in a serious
pedagogic structure that students can manipulate. Graphics programs that share the scope and
spirit of Thompson/Gardner would make a valued complement to their paper-and-pencil book. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review“Calculus Made Easy is arguably the best math
teaching ever. To a non-mathematician, its simplicity and clarity reveals the mathematical genius
of Newton, Leibniz, and Thompson himself. Martin Gardner deserves huge thanks for renewing
this great book.” ―Julian Simon, author of Population Matters“A remarkable and user-friendly
approach to the study of calculus, made even more so by Martin Gardner, the most highly
acclaimed mathematical expositor of our time.” ―R.L. Graham, Chief Scientist, AT&T Labs, and
author of Concrete Mathematics--This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the
PublisherPraise for Martin Gardner's New Edition of Calculus Made Easy:"Martrin Gardner is
one of the greatest intellects produced in this country in this century." --Douglas
Hofstadter"Sylvanus Thompson's Calculus Made Easy is arguably the best math teaching ever.
To a non-mathematician, its simplicity and clarity reveals the mathematical genius of Newton,
Leibniz, and Thompson himself. Martin Gardner deserves huge thanks for renewing this great
book." --Julian Simon, author of Population Matters"A remarkable and original user-friendly
approach to the study of calculus, made even more so by Martin Gardner, the most highly
acclaimed mathematical expositor of out time." --R.L. Graham, Chief Scientist, AT&T Labs, and
author of Concrete Mathematics"Before the epsilons and deltas of a college course taught by an
eminent mathematician, I learned the elements of calculus from S.P. Thompson's classic work



accessible to a new generation of people thirsty for mathematics." --George W. Clark,
Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyPraise for Martin Gardner"For more than half a century,
Martin Gardner has been the single brightest beacon defending rationality and good
science...He is one of the most brilliant men and gracious writers I have known." --Stephen Jay
Gould"Martin Gardner's contribution to contemporary culture is unique." --Noam
Chomsky"Martin Gardner is one of the most versatile men of the century." --Raymond Smullyan--
This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Inside FlapIn perhaps the most important
popular math publications of the decade, this classic calculus primer has been transformed into
a modern masterpiece that explains the timeless concepts of calculus in a contemporary and
user-friendly voice. Martin Gardner, The "Mathematical Games" columnist for Scientific
American for over a quarter of a century, is the perfect mathematician to make calculus easy
once again.Calculus, though usually seen as the most challenging subject faced by a math
student, does not have to be impossible. Silvanus P. Thompson wrote Calculus Made Easy
nearly ninety years ago to show that differential and integral calculus is in fact not difficult at all.
Thompson believed that once a reader has grasped the basic principles of differentiation and
integration, the rest of calculus will follow naturally. The books continuing popularity over the
years is proof of his complete success.In the first major revision of Calculus Made Easy since
1921, Gardner has thoroughly updated the text to reflect recent developments in method and
terminology, written an extensive preface and three new introductory chapters, and added more
than twenty recreational problems for practice and enjoyment.Calculus Made Easy, already the
preeminent primer for the average reader, a book that has sold over one million copies, has
become even more accessible and informative in the masterful hands of one of the twentieth
century's greatest thinkers.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.ReviewMartin Gardner is
one of the great intellects produced in this country.' – Douglas Hofstadter'For more than half a
century, Martin Gardner has been the single brightest beacon defending rationality and good
science.' – Stephen Jay Gould --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorSILVANUS P. THOMPSON (1851-1916) wrote several science manuals and biographies
of major scientists.MARTIN GARDNER is a regular reviewer for the New York Review of Books.
He lives in Hendersonville, North Carolina. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.Read more
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John G, “Nice to have Thompson's book revised to modern notation. I've been wishing for years
that I hadn't lent my old blue edition to someone who didn't see fit to return it. It's a pleasure to
have this shiny new version.I do wish Gardner had resisted the temptation to insert chapters on
functions and limits at the beginning of the book. There is much better motivation for that
material after Thompson's introduction to derivatives. A footnote in the discussion of orders of
smallness saying that a more rigorous explanation could be found at the end of the book would
let a beginning student see what this calculus stuff was all about, and would also motivate the
work on limits as a way to paper over the thin ice, to mangle a metaphor. It seems to be very
hard for mathematicians to distinguish between logical development of a discipline and
pedagogical discovery of that discipline. If you reconstruct what motivated people to create a
branch of mathematics, and then teach that path of discovery, you can hope to motivate the
development of more logical exposition and proofs. You can also hope to communicate some
idea of what mathematics is about even to people whose minds do not require the full proof, or
follow it if it is forced down their throats. Unfortunately, most fully qualified mathematicians
should never be allowed near beginning students. Gardner seems to understand the problem in
his discussion of why this book is so attractive compared with most introductory calculus texts,
but he still wasn't able to resist the temptation to go down the same rathole.Gardner has still
produced a lovely edition of Thompson's book, updated to conform to current notational
practice, so as long as you can skip over his two introductory chapters and come back to them
later if you feel the need, it can be recommended with no other reservations.”

George, “The best introduction to calculus. Calculus Made Easy is deeply important to me. I
often buy it as a gift, for any young, bright people I am fortunate to know.In school, math had
always come easily to me, which is unfortunate -- instead of developing a good attitude toward
school, I instead developed inconsistent study habits and a mile-wide lazy streak. By the time I
got to calculus in my senior year, my relationship with my math teacher had deteriorated badly.
When we got to the section on limits (a core concept in modern calculus), I protested. It did not
make sense to me. I became frustrated, and being 17 years old, immature, and unaccustomed
to making an effort in school, I quit. I gave up. I went through the motions for the rest of the
school year, and learned to hate math class. That one moment altered the course of my life
(some for the better, some for the worse).I found Calculus Made Easy several decades later. I
took one look at it and knew it was the explanation that I had asked for, all those years earlier. It
teaches calculus the way it was originally developed, by Issac Newton and Gottfried Leibniz in
the 1600s. I later learned that calculus was revised extensively after it was originally developed,
in large part due to a war (both literal and ideological) between Catholics and Protestants during
the Reformation and Counter-Reformation. The two religious groups were fighting over territory
and followers, including over control of education. The Jesuit (Catholic) education system



prohibited the teaching of the Newton-Leibniz method of Calculus, and instead developed a
different method (which they contended was more logically rigorous). This fascinating history is
recounted in a wonderful book called Infinitesimal, by Amir Alexander. Highly
recommended.Calculus Made Easy returns to the Newton-Leibniz way. It is a perfect
introduction to the topic. They were the men who invented it, after all!My high school math
teacher had been a Catholic nun. She had, naturally, learned math at a Jesuit school, an
educational institution that, centuries before either of us were born, had rejected the Newton-
Leibniz method of Calculus.In other words, I had difficulty in Calculus class in the late 20th
century because of the lingering effects of the Protestant Reformation.This book helped me gain
an entirely new perspective on the world, my life, and opened up a host of insights into the world
of math, science and history.And the writing is excellent. The book truly does make calculus
"easy." It takes all of the fear, frustration and difficulty out of learning calculus, and replaces them
with levity, curiosity, and delight.”

Jeff, “After dropping out of college 14 years ago, over .... After dropping out of college 14 years
ago, over calculus, I finally learned calculus. This book would have changed my life path 15
years ago.”

Laci, “Highly recommended to A level students. Basically it has a very similar scope but with a
few extra chapters.The difference between this book and "normal" modern textbooks is that
normal textbooks don't explain how and why things work, to make the subject look more
impressive like a magician who doesn't explain his tricks, thus make the writers seem cleverer.
(same with teachers) This book however fully explains why the ideas make sense, to give you
the best chance of understanding them. On the face of it, it sounds like you will need to learn
more if you also learn the why-s, but otherwise you just need to memorise without
understanding, which is far harder and takes longer.Beware, just because you're not explicitly
"taught" something at A-level, it doesn't mean it won't come up in the exam. This is what
happened to me with using the chain rule on 2 separate terms. Using this book before would
have saved me quite a few marks.Don't worry about it being a century old. Calculus didn't
change since then. The only difference is that he uses a few expressions that sound strange and
some notations are slightly different. (use the notations they teach you at A level)Example
insight: After completing A level I didn't fully understand the meaning of ∫ and dx therefore I
needed to just memorise this: ∫dx=x, After reading this book I however know that ∫ means "sum
of all the..." and dx is a very small fraction of x. Now it's obvious if you sum up all the fractions of
x, you will get x. Why integration works in other cases also became obvious.”

SEA WARRIOR, “NOT MADE EASY ENOUGH. No, I didn't enjoy this book. And no, it doesn't
pass my Beach Read Test. But it's a very good attempt at delivering what it promises. Those
studying A-level Maths might find this a great help - though some of the exercises seem more



appropriate for those going to university.”

Francis Doornaert, “Calculus in plain language. "Calculus Made Easy" is a classic, and rightfully
so. I used this book to review calculus quickly. Six year after high school, I had forgotten all about
derivatives and integrals. What Thompson presents his readers are the bare necessities of
single variable calculus. His motto: "What one fool can do, another can." He teaches the stuff
using the concept of differentials, which is far more intuitive (but perhaps less rigorous) than
using limits .I read this book after having read "Mathematics for the Nonmathematician" by
Morris Kline, another excellent math book (focused on the history of mathematical ideas,
although with many exercises). Everyone who's mathematically unsophisticated but curious
should read Kline's book for culture.”

The book by Silvanus P. Thompson has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 486 people have provided
feedback.
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